Luxurious Stay in Budapest - 2 Night Stay in a Central Located Fancy Apartment with Transfer, Danube Be

There are no translations available.
Feel like royalty in Budapest with this luxurious holiday package.

Make yourself at home in a high class, cosy apartment in the heart of the city and enjoy an
all-out pampering holiday in Budapest. Try out one of the most popular and oldest thermal bath
of Hungary, the historic Gellért Spa. The 100 years old Art Nouveau style building is the home
for 11 thermal pools a swimming and an adventure pool and several saunas. Enjoy a pampering
massage by the professional masseurs of the complex and discover why Gellért is considered
as one of Europe’s best spas.
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Discover the city in style! The package includes a 2 hour long wine tasting night cruise where
you can sample 7 famous Hungarian wines while admiring the illuminated city panorama. A la
cart dinner is available on-board if you feel like trying out the local cuisine as well.

Why settle for Budapest, when there is so much more to experience?

Join us on a fantastic off the beaten track journey to one of the most beautiful regions of
Hungary, the Danube Bend. You will travel with a comfortable minibus with your private guide to
get a taste of the immense beauty of the Carpathian Basin. You will travel through 3 historic
cities during this whole-day adventure and be treated to the largest cathedral of the country,
ancient high-castles, the peculiar local culture and heritage and a vast amount of stunning
natural beauty.

Free transport to and from the airport is also included in the price for your full comfort.

Stay classy and explore Hungary on this unforgettable weekend.
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Luxurious Stay in Budapest - 2 Night Stay in a Central Located Fancy Apartment with Transfer, Danube Be

Includes:
- 2 Night stay in one of the following Souper apartments: Bouillon, Cibere, Solyanka, Laksa
Loft
- Airport transfer to the accommodation, and from the accommodation to airport
- Gellért Bath skip the line entry tickets with private cabin, 60 minutes VIP Harmony
Massage
- Private Danube Bend Tour with a Minibus, guide and driver
- Wine Tasting Cruise with Live Music
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